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U.S. Expected to Observe Child’s Day in June
A resolution to create a new national holiday,
A National Child’s Day, has been introduced in
the U.S. Senate by Senator Bob Graham (D-FL).
The resolution is expected to be passed and
signed by President Clinton by the time you receive this newsletter.
Although previous Congressional resolutions that sought to establish children’s
day designed the first Sunday in October
for the occasion, CRC urged Sen. Graham
to place Children’s Day on the first Sunday in June.
Some churches around the country already
observe Children’s Day the first Sunday in June,
and in early June, Children’s Day is “nestled between Mother’s Day and Father’s Day,” as Sen.
Graham said in a letter urging other senators to

support creation of the holiday.
June is perfect for
picnics, parades, and
community and neighborhood activities for
children, he noted.
“It is appropriate to
think of children in this
family context,” said
CRC Board Chairman
John Bauserman, Jr.
More than 100
countries
observe
Children’s Day. The Graham asks U.S. for the First Time
U.S. is one of the few to Celebrate Children’s Day between
countries that has no Mother’s Day and Father’s Day
such national holiday.
Continued on page 3

Joint Custody Presumptions Increasing in States
According to a 1997 American Bar Association publication, 19 states plus the District
of Columbia have some form of presumption
for joint custody, either legal, physical, or legal
and physical.
In 11 of those states plus D.C., it is a clear
presumption for joint custody, in 8 states it is a
presumption if both parents agree. The clear presumption states are Florida, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana,
New Hampshire, New Mexico, Texas, and the
District of Columbia. In some of those states the
terms shared parenting (e.g. Florida) or joint
managing conservatorship (Texas) are used.
The 8 states where it is a presumption if both
parents agree are California, Connecticut,
Maine, Michigan, Mississippi, Nevada, Ver-

mont, and Washington.
(CRC considers California to have a presumption
for joint custody by practice—that is, because of the
history of giving joint custody in a substantial number of cases).
“We are pleasantly surprised to find this rapid
growth of the idea that the best parent for children is
both parents,” said Rick Kuhn, CRC evaluator of research.
“Yet the situation is changing so fast that apparently even the Bar Association has a hard time keeping
up,” said Kuhn. “CRC’s research has located newly
passed joint custody statutes in four additional states,
bringing the total to 23 states and Washington, D.C. In
those states, Alabama, Ohio, Oregon and Tennessee,
there is a presumption if both parents agree.
Continued on page 3
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stituting conciliation and mediation for
the adversarial process, and providing
for emotional and financial child support. We work to strengthen fragile
families of children whose parents are
unwed. We also favor school-based programs for children at risk.
Formed in 1985 by concerned parents who have more than 40 years collective experience in custody reform
and early childhood education, CRC
has chapters in 32 states and two national affiliate organizations: Mothers
Without Custody (MW/OC) and the
Stepfamily Association of America
(SAA).
Prominent professionals in the fields
of religion, law, social work, psychology,
child care, education, business, and government comprise our Advisory Panel.

Material in this newsletter authored
by CRC may be reprinted without permission, provided the source (“Reprinted
from the Children’s Rights Council newsletter ‘Speak Out for Children,’ Spring
1999”) is given. For non-CRC material, obtain permission from the copyright owner.
For further information about CRC membership, publications, cassettes, catalog,
and services, write: CRC, 300 “I” Street
N.E., Suite 401, Washington, D.C. 200024389; phone (202) 547-6227; fax (202)
546-4CRC (4272).
The CRC home page is http://
www.vix.com/crc/ CRC’s email address:
crcdc@erols.com Speak Out for Children
is published four times a year and is sent
free to members. Library rate: $20.00 a
year. Send letters, comments, and articles
for publication to Editor, CRC.
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Children’s Day

RESOLUTION

Continued from page 1

Some people say everyday is
Children’s Day. “By the same token,
every day is Mother’s Day and Father’s
Day,” said Bauserman, “but children are
so important, a special day should be set
aside to acknowledge them.”
CRC college student interns assisted
Sen. Graham’s office in calling and faxing
senators, asking them to co-sponsor the
resolution. Some CRC members and
chapters also assisted by contacting their
senators.
The resolution is in the box at right.

Joint Custody
Continued from page 1

“Since CRC began in 1985, we have
been one of the nation’s strongest advocates of family law that promotes the
involvement of both parents in a child’s
life, regardless of the child’s family situation,” said CRC President David L.
Levy. Presumptions for joint custody
(shared parenting) are an important part
of child-family friendly law, as Jim Cook,
president of the Joint Custody Association, has always said.
“With the 1999 state legislation session, we are close to realizing an important goal: the establishment of joint custody presumptions in the majority of
states.”
“If things go well, the total could increase again in 1999 and many other
states have bills pending at the time of
this writing,” said Kuhn.
For more information on joint custody
in the U.S., see CRC’s website:
www.vix.com/crc The American Bar
Association’s publications on state laws regarding joint custody can be found at:
www.abanet.org/media/factbooks/cht4.htm.

Designating the first Sunday in June of each calendar year as “National Child’s
Day.”
Whereas the first Sunday of June falls between Mother’s Day and Father’s
Day;
Whereas each child is unique, a blessing, and holds a distinct place in the
family unit;
Whereas the people of the United States should celebrate children as the
most valuable asset of the United States;
Whereas the children represent the future, hope, and inspiration of the
United States;
Whereas the children of the United States should be allowed to feel that
their ideas and dreams will be respected because adults in the United States
take the time to listen;
Whereas many children of the United States face crises of grave proportions, especially as they enter adolescent years;
Whereas it is important for parents to spend time listening to their children
on a daily basis;
Whereas modern societal and economic demands often pull the family apart;
Whereas, whenever practicable, it is important for both parents to be involved in their child’s life;
Whereas encouragement should be give to families to set aside a special
time for all family members to engage together in family activities;
Whereas adults in the United States should have an opportunity to reminisce
on their youth to recapture some of the fresh insight, innocence, and dreams that
they may have lost through the years;
Whereas the designation of a day to commemorate the children of the United
States will provide an opportunity to emphasize to children the importance of
developing an ability to make the choices necessary to distance themselves from
impropriety and to contribute to their communities;
Whereas the people of the United States should emphasize to children the
importance of family life, education, and spiritual qualities;
Whereas because children are the responsibility of all people of the United
States, everyone should celebrate children, whose questions, laughter, and dreams
are important to the existence of the United States; and
Whereas the designation of a day to commemorate the children will emphasize to the people of the United States the importance of the role of the child
within the family and society; Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Senate
(1) designates the first Sunday in June of each year as “National Child’s
Day”; and
(2) requests the President to issue a proclamation calling on the people
of the United States to observe the day with appropriate ceremonies and activities.

Letter to the Editor
Editor:
CRC recently helped me to get
joint custody in Kennebec, South
Dakota, a rural town with a population of 275 people.
A circuit judge who travels to the
county seat of Lyman County, which includes Kennebec, said that even though
South Dakota practice says custody of a

child of an unwed mother goes to the
mother unless the court decides otherwise, he was giving me joint legal and
physical custody because I had my son
175 days in 1998. I had this in 1998 because of an agreement with the mother,
but the mother later wanted to cut back
my access.
I showed my lawyer joint custody

materials that CRC had faxed to me, and
the lawyer spoke to the judge.
I will continue to have half the time
with Gayt, age 4.
I hope to start a CRC chapter in
South Dakota.

Quint Garnos
Phone 605/895-2425
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!!News Flashes!!
Access Grants
✬ A House Committee will hold hearings this year on the access/ visitation grants. If you have trouble
obtaining such a grant, or the grants are not being run right in your state, write to Congresswoman Nancy Johnson,
Chair, Human Resources Subcommittee, House Ways and Means Committee, Washington, D.C. 20515, and
send it to CRC. We will present all letters to her. CRC plans to ask that states be directed to direct more of the
grants to non-profit organizations with experience in counseling non-custodial parents. Make that recommendation in your letter, if you agree with it.

Political Action Committee
✬ Have an impact on the year 2000 Presidential and Congressional elections! Help the Children’s PAC, the
political action committee that shares CRC ideals. Help the PAC, Help Make it Work! Contact Ann Marini, M.D.,
and Robert Lipsky, who manage the PAC, at 10408 Hebard Street, Kensington, MD 20895, phone 301/530-9290.
Do you know what a difference it would make if we had one member of Congress totally committed to the idea that
“The Best Parent is Both Parents?” Help Make it Happen!

Changes in American Children’s Time, 1981-1997
By: Sandra L. Hoefferth, Ph.D
Reprinted from The Brown University Child
and Adolescent Behavior newsletter

Family life has changed significantly
since 1980. In 1997 two-thirds of the
mothers of preschool children were
working, compared with 47 percent in
1980 and 12 percent in 1950. This is a
remarkable number. The employment
of mothers of young children has had a
major effect on family life, just as the
initial movement of men out of the home
and into wage employment did at the
beginning of the industrial revolution.
In recent research at the University of Michigan, we focused on
changes in children’s experience of
family life over the 16-year plus periods between 1981, when the first such
study was conducted, and 1997. Both
studies used the same time diary
method. The two major findings of our
research are that, first, children’s free
time is increasingly structured. To find
out how much free time children had
in 1981 and 1997, I summed discretionary time, defined as time not spent
in personal car, eating, sleeping and
school, and divided by the 168 hours
each week. That amounted to 38 percent of a child’s week (63 hours) in
1981 and 30 percent (51 hours) in
Page 4

1997, a 16 percent decline in free time
over the past 16 years.
The major causes for this decline are
the increased time spent in school,
which rose from 21 to 29 hours per
week, an increase of eight hours. As
could be anticipated, the largest increase
was in the time preschool children spent
in school or child care; even so, schoolage children also spent more time in
school, presumably some before- and
after-school programs are included by
parents in their reports of “school time.”
An additional increase occurred in personal care time, which is time spent
bathing, grooming and so on, but also
includes time spent packing up one’s
possessions or getting ready to go places.
Presumably spending more time out of
the home entails more time getting ready
to go as well.
Meal times also declined between
1981 and 1997, a decline of about an
hour per week. This is consistent with
increased maternal employment. There
was a small, insignificant increase in
time spent sleeping.

How Free Time has
Changed
Children spent about half of their
free time playing and watching television

Speak Out For Children
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in both 1997 and 1981. Given that free
time declined, we would expect declines
in most activities. Playing dropped by 25
percent, more than the overall decline
in free time, and television viewing declined by slightly less - 13 percent.
Churchgoing declined by 40 percent
over the period and outdoors activities
such as walking, hiking and camping,
declined by about 50 percent.
Finally, household conversations,
that is, just sitting and conversing, declined by 10 percent over the period,
though again, the initial numbers were
small.
Children’s time increased in several
important activities, particularly sports,
visiting, household work and other passive leisure. Sports includes standard
team activities such as soccer, baseball,
basketball and swimming. The time
children spent in sports almost doubled
over the periods.
Children participated in a wide variety of scheduled and organized sports
activities in 1997. Participation increased equally for girls and boys; still,
in 1997 boys spent twice as much time
in sports activities as girls.
Visiting increased by 100 percent
over the period. This included time
Continued on page 15

Don’t Let Congress Tell Children in Your State that they
Can’t Have Both Parents in their Lives!
Stop the Anti-Joint Custody
(Shared Parenting) Resolution!
Read, then Sign Petition to House
Speaker Hastert!
Dear CRC Supporter,
We are sending your petitions to
H o u s e
Speaker
Hastert asking him to
stop an antijoint custody
resolution
We need
your help to
stop an antijoint custody
resolution
We are sending your
that has been petitions to House Speaker
r e - i n t r o - Hastert asking him to stop
an anti-joint custody
duced in
resolution
Congress
this year.
Please sign the letter we will deliver
to House Speaker J. Dennis Hastert,
asking the House to oppose Sec. 241
of H.R. 357 (the Violence Against
Women Act).
Sec. 241 is a resolution that asks
the states to “have a presumption that
children shall have their main physical residence with their primary caretaker parent unless that parent is unfit.”
To include this resolution in the
Violence Against Women Act is a
clever and indirect way to abolish joint
custody, because we are all against violence against women, but we realize
that we can protect women and society without abolishing shared
parenting.
Please sign the letter and mail it
right away because it is dangerous for
Congress to ask the states to go back
to primary caretaker, sole custody
laws. That would mean an abolition
of joint custody statutes everywhere!
All the efforts we have made advancing the right of a child to have
two parents whenever possible could

be lost overnight if the states heed
such a sole custody resolution from
Congress.
Please sign the letter to Speaker
Hastert and mail it to CRC, so we can
walk into the Speaker’s office with a
big stack of such letters to really make
an impression!
All of us must work together to defeat this resolution, because children
need their dads and their moms whenever possible to help them do well, to
avoid crime and drugs, and to achieve
their goals. So please sign this letter
right now! And it is important to have
others sign it, too!
Now please let us tell you what
else is happening. This same resolution was introduced last year, and you
and I helped to defeat it once. But it
is back again. And the sponsors actually say in the Resolution that it is
in the child’s “best interest” to have
a “primary caretaker.” You and I
know that children generally do better when they have both parents in
their lives!
We have another chance to defeat
this resolution if we flood Speaker
Hastert with your letters.
As you can see, we are right in the
middle of things. It is more important than ever to work together.
That’s why I thought I might ask you
to please send a contribution to CRC.
If you are not a member, join for $35.
If you are a member, please renew
for $35. Consider a contribution in
any amount to CRC to help us in this
effort to continue to educate our lawmakers and the public that “The Best
for Children is Both Parents.” Thank
you.

Sincerely yours,
David L. Levy, Esq.President,
CRC
Rebecca Roberts-Malamis, Esq.
Legislative Director

We need to hear from you. Please
sign this important petition, and send
it to CRC, so we can forward it with
other petitions to House Speaker
Hastert.

Please sign this petition to
Speaker Hastert today!
Please sign the enclosed letter to
House Speaker Dennis Hastert. Fax
it to CRC at 202-546-4272, or mail it
to CRC at 300 “I” Street N.E., Washington, D.C. 20002. Please fax or mail
your membership or renewal of $35,
and a contribution in any amount.
If you cannot renew now for $35
for one year, sign the petition to
Speaker Hastert anyway, so we can
deliver him a big stack of letters!
Thank you.

See petition on
following page.
Correction
In the Winter issue, we misspelled the name of John
Schulte, the Ohio father who is
trying to locate the whereabouts
of his children under the Federal
Parent Locator Act.

We thank Bladen
Lithography in
Gaithersburg, MD
for providing
printing services to
CRC.
CRC and our
chapters need grant
and proposal
writers.
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RETURN THIS ENTIRE SHEET TO
Children’s Rights Council
300 I Street N.E., Suite 401
Washington, D.C. 20002
PETITION TO THE SPEAKER OF THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
PLEASE DON’T CUT OFF CHILDREN FROM THEIR PARENTS!
The Undersigned Hereby Petitions the House of Representatives to Stop Sec. 241 of H.R. 357, which asks
the States to abolish their joint custody (shared parenting) statutes!
Speaker of the House
J. Dennis Hastert
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Speaker Hastert:
I ask you to stop an anti-joint custody resolution that is Sec. 241 of H.R. 357 (the Violence Against Women
Act).
Sec. 241 is a resolution that would ask the states to “have a presumption that children shall have their main
physical residence with their primary caretaker parent unless that parent is unfit.”
To include this resolution in the Violence Against Women Act is a clever and indirect way to abolish joint
custody. We all strongly oppose violence against women, but we realize that we can protect women and society
without abolishing shared parenting.
Please don’t cut children off from their parents! Children need their dads and their moms whenever possible
to help them do well, to avoid crime and drugs, and to achieve their goals.
Please have the House of Representatives stop Sec. 241. Thank you on behalf of children and families across
this great country.
Signature __________________________________________________
Print Name ________________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Date ________________________________
I have signed the above letter. Detach and deliver it to House Speaker Hastert.
I wish to support our efforts to defeat this resolution and to continue our other important efforts. I
would like to join or renew for $35. after my expiration date.
Here is an additional contribution of _____________
Or charge my Visa _____
MC _____ AMEX _____ a total of $ _____.
Card # ____________________________ Exp. date ____________
My membership # (see back of newsletter) ___________________
Fax this sheet to CRC at 202-546-4272 for quicker action.
___ I cannot or am not able to join, renew, or contribute at this time, but send my signed letter to
Speaker Hastert anyway.
Permission is hereby granted to reproduce the petition with or without credit to CRC. We strongly urge you to reproduce
it and return it to CRC, for presentation of many petitions to Speaker Hastert. Be sure to get your family and friends to sign.
More copies of the petition are available from CRC. We appreciate your financial support to enable CRC to continue its
work. Make your check or credit card payment to CRC and send to 300 “I” Street N.E., Suite 401, Washington, D.C. 20002,
or fax credit card contribution to 202-546-4272. Or make a contribution to the CRC chapter in your state.
Page 6
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The CRC
View
by David L. Levy

CRC has advocated since its inception in 1985 laws and attitudes that focus on the need of a child for two parents, rather than cloaking issues around
the needs of “mothers and children.” Or
“fathers’ rights.”
Congress and the White House are
ready to invest billions of dollars in programs to reconnect fathers to their families, and while CRC expects good things
to come of that, we see a danger in just
focusing on fathers comparable to the past
30 year political focus just on mothers.
It is CRC’s hope that the pendulum
will swing to the middle, where the trinity of “mother, father and children” will
be seen as the ideal family structure for
most children. And public policy will
be based on encouraging that trinity.
But first, perhaps, America has to
rediscover the importance of fathers to
children. And that is what is happening
today.
The questions being asked are: where
should the billions of dollars about to be
spent go? To programs aimed at getting
fathers to marry? To efforts to make child
support enforcement “kinder and gentler”? To job-training and employment
programs so fathers can financially support their children?
These are the questions raised at a
March 24-25, 1999 conference on “The
Politics of Fatherhood,” sponsored by
the National Center for Strategic NonProfit Planning and Community Leadership (NPCL) and the Howard University School of Schools of Divinity and
Social Work.
NPCL focuses mainly to help “fragile families”—low income, unmarried
parents.
The hit of the conference, in my
view, was Ron Mincy, who heads a

Strengthening of family life is the
common element of all the above ideas.
The long and the short of it is that
one size does not fit all. If there are billions to be spent, there is enough money
to go around for all of the above purposes,
and then some, as we evaluate “what
works” best for children and families.
If you are part of a group, start to
run a program, such as a “Hotline” for
parents, or a neutral drop-off site for
children.
If your group doesn’t have its
501(c)(3) status, get it! Call CRC for information. Network with other parenting
groups in your community. Be a part of
the action! Help point in what direction
those billions will go!

branch of the Ford Foundation that created NPCL, and which has “deep pockets” it is investing in fatherhood issues.
Mincy noted that fatherhood is now
on the top of the radar screen for political leaders, but that it might not be at the
top of the screen three years from now.
He noted that the research and thinking on the issue of fatherhood is so new,
and so many groups have varying ideas,
that it is not clear what should be recommended. Or what works!
One solution, said Mincy, is to connect child-support efforts to local fatherhood groups and use amnesty programs
C R C o n the I n t e r n e t
and job opportunities to get men reattached to work and their children.
Bruce Kaskubar, CRC coordinator
Other speakers at the conference
in Minnesota; Rick Kuhn, CRC evaluatied single parenthood to the volatile
tor of research in Maryland; and Serge
“gender relations” among black men
Prengel, CRC of New York City, mainand women, and their ambivalence
tain CRC’s site on the Internet Worldabout marriage.
wide Web. The CRC site can be reached
These behaviors, plus the “virtual
at http://www.vix.com/crc/ Rick Kuhn
silence of black women” on what they
reports that the CRC website is getting
want the fathers to do, have to be admore than 1,000 hits (inquiries) a month.
dressed before real progress can be
Bruce’s
e-mail
is
made, said Mincy.
dBrucek@deskmedia.com; Rick’s is
Fatherhood groups shouldn’t delay
Kuhn1@aol.com and Serge’s is
in their push for government money,
Serge@MissionCreative.com.
added Mincy. “Harness the resources
Mike Oddenino, CRC’s General
now, before fatherhood gets pushed off
Counsel, has a new website. It can be
the political agenda.” .
reached at www.oandglaw.com (correcCRC’s view on spending the biltion from last issue)
lions—for which we wish input from
you, CRC members, is:
▲ What Mincy says—to connect
Patronize Our Advertisers
unwed fathers to their children, the
children’s mother, and jobs;
Advertise in CRC’s Newsletter:
▲ Encourage marriage, which
5,000 circulated with a Nationis what Wade Horn’s National Fawide readership of 25,000!
therhood Initiative strongly favors;
Business Card
$75
▲ Don’t forget the 18 million
Quarter page
$150
children of divorce, the 2 million
(3.575 x 4.825”)
non-custodial mothers, and the 12
Half page
$275
million non-custodial fathers.
(7.15” x 4.825”)
The access grants provided by
Fullpage
$500
Congress show that reaching out
(7.15” x 9.65”)
with programs that work such as
For information contact:
parenting education, mediation, and
Andrew Ross
neutral drop-off and pick-up of chil301/320-5960
dren centers can help connect chilLawrence Peckmazian
dren to their divorced and separated
703/920-1451
parents.
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○

12th National Conference

“Keeping Children First in the 21st Century”
Holiday Inn Hotel & Suites - Old Towne Alexandria
September 22nd - 26th, 1999

WHAT A PACKAGE! — ALL INCLUDED:
Savvy speakers sharing the best practices - Chance to network - Workshops - Conference notebook
with synopsis of presentations and list of attendees - Mega book fair and More.
PLUS: Wine & cheese reception - Continental breakfasts - Columnist & media personalities luncheon Authors luncheon - VIP breakfast - Banquet with special keynote speaker and entertainment.
MEET AND HEAR from renowned researchers, judges, lawyers, legislators, columnist, sports
figures, and authors like John Guidubaldi, D.Ed., Kent State Univ., Sanford Braver, Ph.D., Ariz.
State Univ., CRC General Counsel Michael Oddenino, Civil Rights attorney Ron Henry, the head of
the Federal Office of Child Support Enforcement Hon. David Gray Ross, and many others.
LATEST INFORMATION:
Does your child really need you? ♦ Should I give my children a choice? ♦ How can I make sure the
money goes to my child? ♦ Do I really want joint custody? ♦ How can I get leverage to win out of
court? ♦ Am I alienating my child? ♦ How can I get fair and yet an adequate child support award? ♦
Do I go to court to get my rights or to lose them? ♦ How can I get grant money? ♦ What does “in the
child’s best interest” really mean? ♦ Should I mediate or litigate?

EXHIBITORS will offer special money saving products and services:
long distance phone services - computer software and hardware - educational toys and stuff books and other resource materials - legal services - travel discounts - child support assistance.

THE BOTTOM LINE for parents and professionals:
You will see and hear more than you thought possible!

✩ ✩ INFORMATION - CONTACTS - RESOURCES - CONNECTIONS ✩ ✩
Hotel special $89 double or single occupancy - Call (703) 548-6300 & say CRC conf.
Fully equipped health club with pool and sauna / free shuttle from National Airport (2mi.) / FREE parking

The Travel Store is our official travel agent for special airline fares and vacation packages.
Call 1 (800) 235-0356 (9:00-5:00 weekdays / 9:00-1:00 Sat. EDT.) and say CRC conf.
Page 8
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✥ FEES ✥
$150 members before Aug. 1st

$200 non members & late registration
(Includes first year’s membership)

Ala carte:
$25
workshops & seminars (no meals, but includes coffee breaks)
$25
luncheon tickets
$15
breakfast tickets
$40
banquet
$25
wine & cheese reception

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Fri.-Sat.
Fri.-Sat.-Sun
Fri. Evening
Thurs. Evening

$75
$50
$45
$40
$25

TOTAL

$235

Pre-conference (Wed.):
Access counseling training by Dick Woods and certification by CRC

$60

Bonus:
Free book to the first 100 paid full conference registrants: “A Family Divided” by Robert Mendelson (“A
divorced father’s struggle with the child custody industry.”) $25 retail

✥ PROGRAM ✥
TRACK I:
TRACK II:
TRACK III:

Mediation / Legal
Research
Psychological / Family Education

[CEU’s and CLEU’s pending]

✥ SPECIAL EVENTS ✥
Get Acquainted Wine and Cheese Reception
Meet Members of Congress and State Legislators, V.I.P. Continental Breakfast
Columnist & Media Personalities Luncheon
Banquet and Entertainment
Meet The Speakers Continental Breakfast
Authors’ Luncheon
Networking Continental Breakfast
Closing Ceremony
✭ Pre-Conference Events ✭ Book Fair ✭ Exhibits ✭
FOR MORE INFORMATION (202) 547-6227
Spring 1999 Speak Out For Children
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REGISTRATION
Name

_____________________________________ Phones: home _(_____)_____________

Address _____________________________________
work _(_____)______________
____
City ________________ State ______ Zip__________ E-mail ___________________________

Make check payable to Children’s Rights Council or CRC

Amount $_________

Or pay by (circle one) VISA , Mastercard or AMEX
Card No. _________________________________

Send to:

Name on card _____________________________

CRC Attn: Brenda Finley
6767 Forest Hill Ave.
Suite 220
Richmond, VA 23225

Expiration date ____________
or Fax this registration form to (804) 272-9006
*Cancellation policy: 75% by August 1st

—-

50% by August 22nd

Avoid Taxes and Help Others

CRC NEEDS

We hate to talk about death, but if you would consider naming CRC as
a beneficiary in your will, that would enable you to save on estate taxes,
while helping kids and families beyond your lifetime.
Just name the Children’s Rights Council as a beneficiary, in any amount,
it’s that simple!
If you have substantial assets (generally more than $625,000) , there is a
different way to provide for kids and CRC, while avoiding estate taxes and
immediate capital gains taxes.
Establish a Charitable Remainder Trust (CRT).
A CRT is an irrevocable trust that enables you to convert highly appreciated assets into a lifetime income stream. By establishing a CRT, you:
• eliminate immediate capital gains taxes on the sale of appreciated assets, such as stocks, bonds, real estate and other assets;
• reduce estate taxes of up to 55% that your heirs might have to pay
upon your death;
• reduce current income taxes
• increase spendable income throughout your lifetime
• make a significant future charitable fit
• receive the benefits to tax-free compounding
• avoid probate, and
• maximize asserts your family will receive after you die.
In fact, CRT’s have become popular in recent years, for one very important reason: they represent a valuable tax-advantaged investing opportunity. They also enable you to provide a gift to one or more charities that
have special meaning to you.
For more information, contact your attorney, estate planner, or CRC.

✵ Free office space. Get a tax
write-off as you help kids and
CRC. 1,200 square feet or
more anywhere in the Washington, D.C. area (Maryland,
D.C. or Virginia)..
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And our chapters around the
country need office space, too!
✵ A new photocopy machine.
Martin Lopez of Minnesota
was nice enough to donate a
new Lanier photocopier to us
about 10 years ago, but it has
worn out, and we need a one.
Our chapters could use photocopiers, too!
✵ Our chapters need computers.
✵ Lawyers to write CRC Amicus
Briefs on appeal.

Children’s Rights Council

1999 CATALOG OF RESOURCES
for parents and professionals

MANY BOOKS DISCOUNTED!

BOOKS FOR KIDS
NEW!

The Divorce Decisions Workbook, by Margorie Engel,

I Love You More Than..., by Elizabeth Hickey and James
Cohen. Illustrated by Lynda Smart Brown, 1998.
HB252 ----------------------------------------------------------- $16.95

1992. Planning and action guide with 55 formulas to help
you in four key decision areas:financial, legal, practical, and
emotional.
SB-2006 --------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $7.00

How to Survive Your Parent’s Divorce: Kids Advice to Kids, by Gayle Kimball, 1994. Easy-to-read one-

NEW!

of-a-kind guide for young people and their parents as they
reshape their lives post-divorce.
SB-112 ----------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $4.00

I Think Divorce Stinks, by Marcia Lebowitz, 1992. Helps
children recognize that it is appropriate to have negative
feelings about divorce and to express those feelings.
SB-2012 --------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $2.00

Questions from Dad, by Dwight Twilley, 1994. An effective way to develop better relationships between children
and their parents.
HB-240 ----------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $7.00

What am I Doing in a Stepfamily?, by Claire Berman,
1994. A children’s book explaining how two families can be
better than one.
SB-307 ---------------------------------------------------------- $12.00

It’s Not Your Fault, Koko Bear, by
Vicki Lansky, 1998. Koko Bear can help
children understand divorce and sends a
good message.
SB-308 ------------------------------------ $5.99

The Divorce Workbook, by Sally Ives, David Fassler
& Michelle Lasch, 1985 How to facilitate honest and open
communication between adults and children at the traumatic time of separation and divorce. Q and A for kids.
SB-2010 --------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $6.00

BOOKS FOR PARENTS
50/50 Parenting, by Gayle Kimball, Ph.D. Almost 300 coparents and 83 children report on life in Married, Divorced,
and Step-family situations.
SB-113 ------------------------------------------------------------ $9.95

The Adult Children of Divorce Workbook, by Mary
Hirschfeld, 1992. Visualization exercises help readers
root our destructive feelings left over from their childhood.
SB-2009 --------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $5.00

Divorced Dads, Shattering the Myths,
by Sanford L. Braver, Ph.D., 1998. The surprising truth about fathers, children and divorce.
HB-250 -------------------------------------- $24.95
For the Sake of the Children, by Kris
Kline and Stephen Pew, 1992. Discusses how
to share your children with your ex-spouse despite your anger. Kline is CRC’s Florida coordinator. PHOTOCOPIES ONLY!
HB-216 ----------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $9.00
The Good Divorce, by Constance R. Ahrons, Ph.D., 1994.
An outstanding book with a powerful message: while divorce is not ‘good,’ there is a path to a ‘good divorce’ where
parents cooperate fully for the sake of their children.
HB-2001 -------------------------------------------------------- $23.00

Helping Your Children through Divorce, Florence
Bienenfeld, Ph.D.,1995. A resource book depicting the impact of divorce on children.
SB-201A --------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $7.00

A Hole in My Heart, by Claire Berman, 1991. A book that
will enable adult children of divorce to recognize the role
they play in changing patterns in their lives.
SB-225 ----------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $8.00

The Joint Custody Handbook, by Miriam Cohen, 1991.
A 1991 update of one of the classic books on joint custody.
Contains sample parenting agreements. PHOTOCOPIES
ONLY!
HB-213 ---------------------------------------------------------- $10.95

Families Apart, by Melinda Blau, 1993. 10 Keys to Successful Co-Parenting. A blend of the author’s own research,
and that of other experts, and rich in anecdotal information.
SB-223A ------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $10.00
HB-223B ------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $18.00

Loving and Listening, by Melinda Blau,
Divorce Book for Parents, by Vicki Lansky, 1987.
Warmly supportive and reassuring, this comprehensive
guide speaks to all divorced and divorcing parents.
HB-204 ----------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $9.00

1996. A Parent’s Book of Daily Inspirations for
Rebuilding the Family After Divorce
SB-235 ---------------- ✶Discount Price $10.00

Spring 1999 Speak Out For Children
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REVISED!
Mom’s House, Dad’s House, by Isolina Ricci, Ph.D.,
1998. Making shared custody work: How parents can make
two homes for their children after divorce. 100 New pages
to this classic book!
SB-202 ---------------------------------------------------------- $20.00

by David L. Levy, just state to whom you would like it
autographed (yourself, perhaps your children—give their
names).
SB-282
Order 10 copies or more each only $4.00
Individual copies $10.00

Helping Your Kids Cope With Divorce, by M. Gary
Negotiating Love: How Women and Men Can Resolve Their Differences, by Riki Robbins Jones, 1995.
Points our destructive habits by both genders which, when
realized, strengthen families and relationships.
SB-246 ------------------------------------ Extra Low Price $3.00

The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Surviving Divorce,

Neuman, L.M.H.C. 1996. This book is based on the nationally renowned “Sandcastles” workshop.
HB-284 ---------------------------------------------------------- $25.00

Joint Custody: An Alternative for Divorcing Families, by Mel Morgenbesser and Nadine Nehls, 1981. A

by Paula Weintraub and Terry Hillman, 1996.
SB-286 ---------------------------------------------------------- $16.95

guidebook for parents about summer camp and education
through travel.
HB-285 ----------------------------------- ✶Reduced price $5.00

Putting Kids First, by Michael Oddenino. A must read for

BOOKS FOR STEPARENTS

caring parents and professionals, by CRC’s General Counsel. Includes a children’s bill of rights.
SB-248 ------------------------------------------------------------ $9.95

How to Win as a Stepfamily, by Emily Visher, Ph.D.

Second Chances, by Judith Wallerstein and Sandra
Blakeslee, 1989. Based on ten year longitudinal study of
the effects of divorce on adults and children.
HB-22 ------------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $8.00

Surviving the Break-Up, How Children and Parents Cope with Divorce, by Judith Wallerstein, Ph.D
and Joan Kelly, Ph.D., 1980. A classic that is still valid in
discussing the problems of children being raised by single
parents.
SB-220 ---------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $10.00

NEW!
Creating a Successful Parenting
Plan, by Dr. A. Jayne Major. Nationally acclaimed author of “Breaththrough Parenting”
and “Winning the Custody War Without Casualties”
SB-280 ------------------------------------- $24.95

3 Steps to a Strong Family, by Linda and Richard Eyre,
1994. A 3-step program that can make your family life happier, less stressful, and more rewarding.
HB-281 ---------------------------------------------------------- $19.50

Familyhood: Nurturing the Values that Matter, by
Dr. Lee Salk, 1992. A practical, inspiring guide to communicating values.
HB-282 ---------------------------------------------------------- $21.00

The Best Parent is Both Parents: A Guide to
Shared Parenting in the 21st Century, the CRC
book edited by David L. Levy. Order bulk copies (10 or more)
for only $4 a copy, resell the copies for the list price of $10
each, and make a profit for you or your organization! Individual copies will continue to be available from CRC for
$10 each, plus $4 for postage, as long as supplies last. If
you would like copies (individual or bulk order) autographed

and John Visher, M.D., 1982. The co-founders of the
Stepfamily Association of America answer questions and
give suggestions on how to make stepfamilies work.
HB-301 ---------------------------------------------------------- $13.95

Making it as a Stepparent, New Roles/New Rules,
by Claire Berman, 1986. Former president of the Stepfamily
Association of America provides practical help and insights.
SB-304 ------------------------------------------------------------ $7.95

Stepfamilies Stepping Ahead, edited by Mala Burt for
the Stepfamily Association of America.
SB-303 ------------------------------------------------------------ $9.95

BOOKS FOR GRANDPARENTS
Grandparents, by Dr. Ruth Westheimer (Dr. Ruth). Includes
a 20-page chapter on divorce.
SB-393 ---------------------------------------------------------- $22.00

BOOKS FOR SINGLE PARENTS
At My Father’s Wedding: Reclaiming our True
Masculinity, by John Lee, 1991. A ground-breaking work
about the Father Wound and the pain a child can bear because of it.
HB-242 ------------------------------------ Extra Low Price $2.00

Surviving Divorce—Women’s Resources After
Separation, by Mavis Maclean, 1991. Women coping with
earnings, maintenance and welfare in the U.S., France,
and Great Britain.
HB-819 ----------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $5.00

The Liberated Man, by Warren Farrell, 1993. Reveals
what every woman needs to know about men and what
every man needs to know about himself.
SB-244 ----------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $3.00

The Daddy Track and the Single Father, by Geoffery
L. Greif, 1990. A book about successfully coping with kids,
housework, a job, an ex-wife, a social life, and the courts.
HB-642 ---------------------------------------------------------- $19.95

Money-Smart Divorce. What Women Need to
Know about Money and Divorce, by Esther M.

Healing Hearts, Helping Children and Adults
Recover from Divorce, by Elizabeth Hickey, M.S.W.,

Berger, 1996.
SB-251 ---------------------------------------------------------- $22.00

CRC’s National Parent Education Director, and Elizabeth
Dalton, attorney and mediator
HB-615 ----------------------------------------------------------- $15.00

New!
Still a Dad, The Divorced Father’s Journey, by
CRC’s own Serge Prengel, 1998. Published with praise
from Warren Farrell, Karen DeCrow, and James A. Cook.

Between Love and Hate, A Guide to Civilized
Divorce, by Lois Gold, M.S.W., 1992. Learn the funda-

SB 252 ---------------------------------------------------------- $13.95

mental skills of negotiation conflict resolution and
mediation, for everyone’s good.
SB-605A --------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $9.00

The Myth of Male Power, by Warren Farrell, 1993. Rock

LEGAL ISSUES

solid and authentic decimation of the myth of male advantage ...sweeps aside stereotyped assumptions to uncover
a deeper truth.
SB-245 ----------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $6.00

Why Men Are the Way They Are, by Warren Farrell,
1986. Provides insights into loved one’s secret insights and
desires.
SB-243 ----------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $3.00

Fathers’ Rights, by Jeffrey Leving. A best-selling book for fathers who want to maintain contact
with their children.
SB-640 --------------------------------------------- $12.50

The Divorced Parent: Success Strategies for Raising Your Children After Separation, by Stephanie
Marston, 1994. Provides practical advice and specific tools
for raising well-adjusted children.
HB-643 ---------------------------------------------------------- $21.00

Father’s Day, by Bill McCoy, 1995. Witty and wise notes
from a new dad in the real world.
HB-644 ---------------------------------------------------------- $22.00

Like Father, Like Son, By Hunter S. Fulghum, 1996. A
collection of stories on being a man at midlife in America,
with introduction by Robert Fulghum.
HB-645 ---------------------------------------------------------- $21.95

Child Custody Made Simple, by Webster
Watnik, 1997. Answers all your questions about
child custody and child support for a single parent.
SB-641 ------------------------------------------- $21.95

The Single Parent’s Money Guide, by Emily
Card, 1996. A plan for managing your money when you are
the only one your family can count on.
SB-646 ---------------------------------------------------------- $14.95

MEDIATION & CONFLICT RESOLUTION

A Family Divided, by Robert Mendelson, 1997.
A discussion of a divorced father’s struggle with
the child custody industry.
HB-762 ------------------------------------- $21.00
The Custody Revolution, by Richard
Warshak, 1992. The Father Factor and the
Motherhood Mystique.
HB-702 ---------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $15.00
The Fathers Emergency Guide to Divorce/Custody
Battle, A Tour Through the Predatory World of Judges, Lawyers, Psychologists and Social Workers in the Subculture of
Divorce, by Robert Seidenberg, with the legal insights of Williams Dawes, Esq., 1997.
SB-247 ---------------------------------------------------------- $15.00

PARENTAL KIDNAPPING
The Parental Alienation Syndrome, A guide for mental
health and legal professionals, by Richard Gardner, M.D., 1995.
An authoritative work on the Parental Alienation Syndrome .
SB-1004 -------------------------------------------------------- $30.00

When Parents Kidnap, by Geoffrey Greif and Rebecca
Hegar, 1993. This book captures the experiences of parents
searching for their children and abductors who have taken
them; also makes public policy recommendations.
HB-901 ---------------------------------------------------------- $22.95

CHILD ABUSE
Ashes to Ashes...Families to Dust, by Dean Tong,
1996. False Accusations of Child Abuse: A Roadmap for
survivors which helps to answer their questions.
SB-2014 -------------------------------------------------------- $15.95

Children Held Hostage: Dealing with programmed and
brainwashed children, by Stanley Clawar, Ph.D. and Brynne
Rivlin, M.M.S., 1991. Published by the ABA’s Section for
Family Law, this book discusses a 12-year study of programming and brainwashing during custody battles.
SB-1003 -------------------------------------------------------- $45.00

Family Evaluations in Child Custody, Mediation,
Arbitration and Litigation, by Richard Gardner, M.D.,

Protocols for Sex Abuse Evaluations, by Richard

1989. In this update, Gardner proposes a three-phase system to remove child custody evaluations from courtroom
litigation.
HB-603 ---------------------------------------------------------- $35.00

Gardner, M.D., 1995. Presents a new series of criteria and
interview sequences to help examiners involvedin sex abuse
evaluations.
HB-1007 -------------------------------------------------------- $39.95

Recognizing Child Abuse and Combating Child
Abuse, A comprehensive guide to recognizing, preventing, and handling child abuse and neglect, by a resident
scholar of the American Enterprise Institute. (both books
by Douglas Besharov, Ph.D.)
SB-1006 -------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $12.00
HB-1008 -------------------------------- ✶Discount Price $20.00

The Book of David, How Preserving Families Can
Cost Children’s Lives, by Richard Gelles 1996. A con-

program described in this video has helped many children
of divorce.
V-905 ------------------------------------------------------------ $15.00

Psychotherapeutic & Legal Approaches To Parental Alienation Syndrome (PAS), by Richard A. Gardner,
M.D. An in-depth discussion of ways that parents can alienate the child against the other parent.
V-906 ------------------------------------------------------------ $25.00

AUDIOTAPES

vincing and dramatic book about the flaws of the child welfare system.
HB-1022 -------------------------------------------------------- $23.00

By noted author Warren Farrell
Why Men Are the Way They Are
A-310 ------------------------------------------------------------- $ 8.00

Suggestions of Abuse, by Michael D. Yapko, Ph.D. 1994.

Understanding Each Other (set of two tapes)
A-311 ------------------------------------------------------------- $ 8.00

A book about true and false memories of childhood sexual
trauma.
HB-1023 -------------------------------------------------------- $22.00

True and False Accusations of Child Sex
Abuse, by Richard A. Gardner,1992. A guide for
legal and mental health professionals.
HB-1024 ----------------------------------------- $45.00

VIDEOS
Children: The Experts on Divorce, by Elizabeth
Hickey, MSW 1994. The children speak from their own experience of going through their parents’ divorce. A CRCaward winning video prepared by CRC’s National Parent
Education Director.
V-902 ------------------------------------------------------------ $25.00

The Sensible Approach To Divorce, prepared by Wyandotte County, Kansas officials. A CRC-award winning program in Kansas that shows parents how they can both be
fully involved in children’s lives post-divorce.
V-903 ------------------------------------------------------------ $15.00

Don’t Forget The Children, by the Dallas, Texas Association of Young Lawyers. A CRC award-winning video that
provides information on co-parenting in the event of divorce.
V-904 ------------------------------------------------------------ $20.00

The Family After Divorce: Restoring the Family
Fabric, by Phoebe Snover Prosky, MSW. (25.00). The

The Myth of Male Power
A-312 ------------------------------------------------------------- $ 8.00
Complete set of Warren Farrell tapes
A-113 ------------------------------------------------------------ $20.00

REPORTS
New!
A list of statutes and major cases on joint custody in all 50
states. Prepared by Ray Meiers of CRC of Ohio, updated to August, 1998. Excellent 20-page nationwide
compilation reference guide. Available on disc (microsoft
word) or hard copy.
R110 ------------------------------------------------------------- $10.00
UPDATED 1997, Interference with Access (Visitation) as a
Tort. Not a frequent remedy, but one that may be available.
R116 ------------------------------------------------------------- $10.00

PINS AND BUTTONS
The famous “Children First” pin. 8 colors, with figures of seven
children standing on a field of green with logo “Children
First.” Two prongs. 3/4” high, 1 1/2” wide.
P101 --------------------------------------------------------------- $8.00
Button created by Patti Diroff that says “Child support is more
than a check, it’s being a parent.” With CRC logo, including
children’s faces. 4 colors, round, 2 1/4” diameter.
B202 --------------------------------------------------------------- $2.00

Order Form
Title _______________________

__________

Title __________________________
Title __________________________
Title __________________________
Title __________________________
Title __________________________
Total
S/H $4.00 first item
$1.00 each addtl. item

___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________

Total enclosed ___________
MC, VISA, AMEX # ____________________________
exp. date __________
Send to: CRC Books
300 “I” Street N.E.
Suite 401
Washington, D.C. 20002-4389
Phone your order to CRC at 202/547-6227
Fax your order to CRC at 202/546-4272

SHIP ORDER TO:
NAME: _______________________ ADDRESS: ______________________________
CITY: ____________________________ STATE: ________ ZIP: _________________

Two Parents are Still Better Than One
By Kathleen Parker
December 21, 1998
Orlando Sentinel nationally syndicated
columnist
Reprinted with permission

Wouldn’t you
like to wake up one
day and see the
headline: “Twoparent families
make dramatic
comeback.”

In good news this
week: The number of
single fathers with
children at home has
increased by 25 percent in the past three
years.
That’s also the
bad news.
It’s good news because the numbers
seem to suggest that courts are beginning to
recognize that fathers are parents, too. For
too long, mothers automatically were
awarded custody of children and fathers
were mere “visitors” to their kids.
It’s bad news because when one parent has custody, regardless of whether
it’s the mom or dad, the other is essentially missing from the child’s life. Children don’t prefer one parent over the
other, except when they’re working on a
deal, such as figuring out which one is
more likely to let them see “Psycho.”
Generally, they like having both parents
around.
A better news item would be that
shared custody arrangements have increased 25 percent. Or even better, that
divorce rates are plummeting. Wouldn’t
you like to wake up one day and see the
headline: “Two-parent families make
dramatic comeback.” Or, “More children than ever are enjoying two-parent
households.”

Until we change in more fundamental
ways, divorce isn’t going away. Nor is our
absurd notion that single-parenting is just
another lifestyle option. According to the
U.S. Census Bureau, the increase in singledad households is a function of both divorce and the solo-parenting “choice,” as
well as adoption agencies’ willingness to
consider single people, gay and straight, as
parents. Of men heading single-parent
households today, 35 percent have never
been married.
In 1970, according to the report,
about one in 10 single parents were fathers. In 1998, it’s one in six. The number of single-parent families headed by
fathers has grown in the past three years
from 1.7 million to 2.1 million. By comparison, 9.8 million mothers head singleparent households. Overall, single-parent families constitute 27 percent of all
families.
Fathers groups, which have fought
hard for equality in the custody battle,
are celebrating the new figures. Demographers are boasting the breakdown of
sexism.
Feminists say this trend ultimately
will help women.
All probably true. Men have been
disenfranchised and children hurt by the
courts’ tendency to award sole custody
to mothers.
Preferential treatment to women is
sexist. And single mothers usually suffer both financially and emotionally
from the burden of trying to raise children alone.
But one hardly feels like breaking out
the Cold Duck. Children are still hurt

by the absence of a parent.
No matter how swell we are individually, two parents are better than one. No
matter how technologically advanced (or
strange) we become, the original blueprint calls for two parents. Male and female. Mom and Dad.
I realize that’s an unpopular notion
these days. We don’t like to deny
people their happiness, however they
may define it, and above all we don’t
like to judge. Two men want to have a
baby? Why not? A teen-ager outgrows
her teddy bear and wants a real baby
to love? Well, deary, it’s better than
abortion.
A professional woman’s bio-clock
is out of batteries so she swings by the
sperm bank on her way home from
work? You go girl!
But ask a child what he wants and
he’ll tell you: a mother and a father.
Meanwhile, studies show that despite
anecdotal successes, children reared in
single-parent homes are at greater risk
for getting in trouble, suffering emotional problems or dropping out of
school.
It should go without saying that not
everyone gets what they want -death
and necessary divorce happen-but at
least we should hesitate before celebrating advances that merely make awful
situations less awful rather than better.
Better would be to reverse the trend
away from single-parenthood toward
the ideal of whole families, including a
mother and a father.
Parker’s e-mail address is
kparker@kparker.com

Changes in Family Time Means More Passive Activities
Continued from page 4

spent on the telephone talking with
friends. One puzzling finding was that
time in household work more than
doubled between 1981 and 1997. Finally, consistent with the conclusion
that there has been an increase in structure in children’s lives, we see that the
time children spend in other passive leisure - going to shows and sports events
at which the child is a spectator and not
a participant - increased five-fold. In

1981, children spent one-half hour in
other passive leisure; that figure was
three hours and six minutes in 1997.

Implications
We recognize that families are a lot
busier today; with two parents working
and children in their own activities, even
children need their own personal organizer. Family life requires very tight

scheduling. The food preparation industry is a fast growing segment of the work
force, with carry-out and restaurant food
substituting for home-cooked meals.
Families may spend time running back
and forth to stores rather than making
goods at home.
This is reflected in the increased time
children spend in household work, the
largest chunk of which is explained as
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Continued on page 17
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Father Absence Linked to Children’s Criminal Activity
by Maggie Gallagher
excerpted with permission from a Universal
Press Syndicate column
November 27, 1998

Young men
raised in disrupted
families were 200
percent
more
likely to end up incarcerated than
men who lived in
intact families.

Is father absence
itself the cause of
crime, or is it merely
the poverty and racial inequality singleparent families experience? Is divorce
more or less damaging than unwed parenthood? And did
remarriage hurt or help?
To answer questions like these, researchers Sara McLanahan and Susan
Harper followed more than 6,000 young
men through their crime-prone years,
from their teens up through their early
30s. They controlled for race, education,

income, urban residence and even cognitive ability.
The results? Young men raised in
disrupted families were 200 percent
more likely to end up incarcerated than
men who lived in intact families.
The effects of father absence seem
to be addictive: Each year spent in a
broken family increased the odds of incarceration by 5 percent. Boys whose
families divorced during their teen years
were about 1.5 times more likely to be
incarcerated, while boys raised by unwed mothers (who mostly never lived
with their fathers) were about 2.5 times
as likely to end up jailed.
Boys with stepfathers were on average almost three times more likely to
end up in prison than boys in intact families. In fact, note the authors, “The odds
for youths from stepparent families are
similar to those from youths who do not

live with any parents.” Sadly, it looks as
if when single mothers marry a new partner (again, on average), a boy does not
typically so much gain a father as lose a
mother.
These new findings confirm an old
truth: The moral choices parents make,
about having sex and raising children
outside of an intact marriage, affect not
only their own children’s life chances,
they affect all of us.
And yet we are doing a pathetically
poor job of passing on a firm marriage
ethic to the next generation: According
to the Census Bureau, a shocking 44
percent of first births are now outside
of marriage. If this continues, almost
half of American young women who
become mothers will do so, for the first
time, without being married.
This is surely one of our most pressing social problems.

Changes in Children’s Time Means Less Talking with Parents
Continued from page 15

time children spend accompanying parents on errands and shopping trips rather
than traditional chores and cleanup.

Consequences
As the present generation of children moves into young adulthood, we
may see the consequences in terms of
their expectations of home and family
life. Certainly, we are seeing in the overwhelming enrollments of young women
in colleges and universities that women
will be involved in careers in the future.
Society will continue to adapt.
Television time has not gone up; in
fact, it has declined, though not by as
much as the overall decline in free time.
Television is a passive activity that, overall, has a small but statistically significant
impact on children’s reading achievement test scores. On the down side, the
total time spent reading - only about one
hour per week - has not changed over
the period. Of the activities we examined, reading is the activity that is associated with better reading comprehension

and, therefore, with future success in
school and life. While studying increased
by 50 percent between 1981 and 1997,
the total hours children spend studying
is still small, only about two hours per
week. In addition, studying is not necessarily associated with doing better in
school because children who study more
include those who are having school
problems.
Finally, we did not find that children
who spend less time playing at home
necessarily do worse on tests of verbal
or math achievement or have more behavior problems. Children may be playing in their preschool programs or have
some free time at school. Thus, this
study provides only a partial picture of
children’s time.
In addition, we found no evidence
that mothers who work outside the home
are neglecting their children. A difference of only three hours per week in
direct parental engagement with children
was found in two-parent families with an
employed mother compared to two-parent families in which the mother was not

employed.
There is one cautionary note. We
found that children who spend fewer
hours eating meals have higher levels
of aggressive behavior problems than
those who spend more hours eating
meals. We do not yet know, of course,
which comes first; however, meal time
is an important time when children and
parents can find out what happened over
the day.
This is not the only time children
and parents spend talking, but since just
sitting and talking as the main activity
also declined dramatically between 1981
and 1997, there may be a basis for concern.
We will be conducting additional
analyses over the next few years and conducting a second wave of data collection
on these same children and their families in the year 2001. For more information on the Child Development Supplement to the Panel Study of Income dynamics or to order a copy of our reports
please visit our web sit at www.isr.umich/
src/child-development/home.html.
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Around the Country
West Virginia Almost
Gets Strong Shared
Parenting Law

relocate would have to come to the court
with a new parenting plan, and show that
the move is for a “legitimate purpose,”
Effort foiled by Governor
and not to frustrate the access of the child
Underwood
to the other parent.
The proposed law also provided
The Governor of West Virginia, make-up of missed visitation, and civil
Cecil Underwood, saying he likes joint penalties of a fine of $100 for the first
custody and mediation, but dislikes es- offense, $500 for the second offense, and
tablishment of a proposed
$1,000 for the third ofelected family court, vefense of interference with
toed a presumption for
access (visitation). Intershared parenting that had
ference could also have
been
overwhelming
been grounds for changpassed by the West Viring the “allocation of reginia legislature.
sponsibilities.”
West Virginia has
“The bill would have
long been a bastion for
done away with the presole custody, and supportsumption that the parent
ers of shared parenting
who is the primary
plan to try again next year.
caregiver gets custody,”
“The attempt is to dusaid Ginger Thompson of
plicate post-divorce what
Charleston, the president
occurred pre-divorce,” Ginger Thompson lead advocacy of the West Virginia Allisaid House Judiciary efforts to help give West Virginia ance for Two Parents.
Chairman Rick Staton, a
The proposal also crechildren moms and dads.
strong supporter of the
ated a system of elected
bill.
family law judges to hear
For example, “if one parent always domestic relations cases.
took the kid to Little League practices
“We had effective, genuine lobbying
before (the divorce) that doesn’t mean efforts of several grass roots, including
now that stops just because it’s not their grandparents’ groups and fathers’
weekend,” Staton said.
groups, coming together under the AlliThe new law would have mandated ance, and making a sensible argument,”
parents to attend parent education said Thompson, explaining the surprisclasses, and then sit down and work out ing strong legislative vote in favor of the
a shared parenting plan.
bill. “And we picked up some press supIf the parents couldn’t work out a port.”
plan, they would have been required to
When there was a stalemate between
participate in professional mediation. the West Virginia House and Senate
And if that didn’t work, then court.
over two versions of the bill, Governor
Separated parents would have been Underwood, a Republican, assisted in reprimarily affected, but people already solving the process. But he vetoed the
divorced would have had one year to ask final product, saying domestic violence
the court to work out a new co-parenting groups lobbied against the legislation
plan. It was unclear whether the proposal Supporters said domestic violence vicapplied to unwed parents.
tims were protected under the bill.
The bill also provided for a new fiRichard Neely exercised a heavy innancial child support formula that Staton fluence against joint custody when he was
said was more fair to middle class par- a longtime member of the West Virginia
ents.
Supreme Court and its chief justice.
Whereas relocation by one parent in Neely is now in private law practice in
the past was easy, relocation was ex- Charleston.
pected to be harder to obtain under the
“Times have changed,” said Thompnew law, because parents who wish to son.
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Thompson got involved because her
“significant other” has had difficulty for
three years in obtaining adequate access
to his five-year old son. His former wife
said she did not have to give him more
access, and that the state was not going
to change the law for him. “Well, the
legislature did,” said Thompson, “and
we are going to stay at it.”

Write to your state
legislators asking them to
pass a similar law
in your state.
Colorado Allocates
Parental Responsibilities
Two years ago, Colorado passed legislation for enforcement of parenting
time, meaning that courts are required
to expedite requests for enforcement of
parenting time, by fines, bonds, and
make-up of visitation.
Now, as of February 1, 1999, all references to custody of minor children
have been deleted from state statues and
replaced with an “allocation of parental
responsibilities.” For example, litigating
parents are required to submit to the
court comprehensive parenting plans.
The “best interest of the child” also now
includes “the ability of the parent to place
the child’s needs before their own.” Activist Ken Ward predicts this will reduce
the alienation of children.
“The whole thought behind these
changes are that children are not property and they’re not something to win in
a fight between the parents. These laws
take the fight right out of custody, which
will reduce litigation.”
For more information, consult Colorado revised statues Title 14, Article 10,
or consult the webpage of Fathers for
Equal Rights in Colorado, www.ffer.com

Write to your state
legislators asking them to
pass a similar law.

Mandated Mediation in
Nebraska
The Nebraska Supreme Court recently approved an amendment to Rule
4-3 of the rules of the Fourth Judicial
Court which requires all parties to domestic relations matters involving children to attend a parenting education
program within sixty days from receipt
of service in process. This includes dissolution of marriage, determination of
paternity, and visitation (parenting time)
requests. Parties are also required to
prepare a Parenting Plan, including child
custody, visitation (parenting time),
grandparenting time, and other issues
relating to children.
No trial date will be scheduled until
attendance at parenting education has
been completed and mediation has been
attempted, provided however, that failure or refusal to participate shall not
delay entry of a final judgement by more
than six months.

The Role of the Mediator
The role of the mediator in disputes
will be to assist parents to communicate and to make voluntary, informed
choices in an effort to find a mutually
acceptable resolution concerning their
child or children. The mediator will be
impartial, neutral, and unbiased toward
the parents. Mediation ethics derive
from the respect the mediator has for
the uniqueness of each parent and family, their values, dignity, competence
and right to self-determination.
Qualities and qualifications of the
mediator will facilitate the parents’ ability to create a new or modify an already
existing parenting plan for their child
or children. The final agreement must
be approved by the court.

Chapter News
CRC Provides Access Programs in Washington, D.C.
Judges and other city officials spoke neutral drop-off and pick-up site for chilat a press conference to announce ac- dren, supervised access/visitation, and
cess/visitation services for residents of parenting education classes.
the District of Columbia provided by NaThe hotline and services are protional CRC and its Washington, D.C. vided with funds from the District’s child
chapter.
support office, and supervised by the
The press
D.C. Superior
conference was
Court.
held at the
Superior
H i l l c r e s t
Court Chief Judge
Children’s Center
Eugene
N.
in the Shaw area
Hamilton, who
of the nation’s
with his wife has
capital on Februraised more than
ary 9, 1999, and
80 children in foscarried
that
ter care, and Corevening on all
poration Counsel
four D.C.’s major
John Ferren, a
local TV net- CRC Legislative Intern Ta’Mora Jones with Superior former judge, who
works, the affili- Court Chief Judge Eugene Hamilton at CRC’s Press
supervises the
ates of ABC,
District’s child supConference
CBS, NBC and
port office, spoke
Fox.
about the excellent opportunity the proChildren of divorced, unwed or sepa- grams offer to help children and families.
rated parents may visit with the non-cusOne of the highlights of the press
todial parents at a neutral, non-threaten- conference was seeing a father hold his
ing atmosphere, and their parents can be 4 year old son whom he is seeing more
helped with parenting issues generally.
frequently, he said, thanks to the CRC
The National CRC office operates a program.
Get funding for a hotline and neu“hotline” for District of Columbia resitral
drop-off and pick-up site in your
dents, at 202-544-3900, and provides
community.
Network with groups interinformation, resources and referrals.
ested
in
family
issues to see who has
The Washington, D.C. chapter,
money
for
such
projects!
headed by Frank Banner, provides the

Ask for Downward Modifications

From “For Our Children,” Vol. 1,
No. 1, by CRC of Nebraska, describing
the mediation program in Nebraska being administered by the chapter, under
a federally-funded access grant for the
state of Nebraska.

Write to your state
legislators asking that
divorce mediation be
required in your state.

State Child Support
Director Says Y ou
Should Ask for
Downward Mod,
Wher e Appr opriate

Nick Young, director of Child Support Enforcement
Division for the State
of Virginia, urges
non-custodial parents to apply for services from child support offices, including review and downward modification of
their orders, if warranted, and to ensure equity through

the entire process.
“If non-custodial parents are paying
through the system, they are already a
client or customer and are entitled to
have the benefit of child support services,” said Young.

CRC would like to hear
from any parents who seek
relief from any child
support offices. Send your
success, or lack of success
stories, to CRC.
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Inside CRC
Former Hill Aide
Helps CRC
Rebecca Roberts-Malamis, is
CRC’s new Legislative Director. She is
helping CRC to ask Congress to not
pass the anti-joint custody amendment
which is Sec. 241 of Violence Against
Women Act (see elsewhere in this issue). Rebecca was a legislative attorney for Sen. Robert Byrd (D-WV) on
Capitol Hill for nine years, and later
worked as a Washington representative
for the Chubb Group of Insurance Companies. She left that job to be an at-home
mom for her son Billy. Now that Billy is
4 years old, she is venturing forth, and
volunteered to help CRC. Rebecca is
married to Peter Malamis, a vice-president of a medical consulting firm in
northern Virginia.

Two CD’s Mention CRC
Author, pop
singer, and CRC
Spokesperson
Dwight Twilley
has two CD’s being released
back-to-back
this
Spring.
Twilley wrote “Questions They are;
from Dad”
* “Between
the Cracks,” a
collection of rarities and unreleased
tracks spanning 20 years on the Not Lane
label; and
* “Tulsa,” the new Dwight Twilley
studio release, on the Cooper label.
Twilley acknowledges the Children’s
Rights Council in the credits on both
releases.
Dwight and his fiance Jan Allison,
his artistic director and part-time recording engineer, plan to be married later
this year. Twilley, a native of Tulsa,
wrote the book “Questions from Dad”
several years ago, a book whose tips
provide ways for parents to keep in
touch with their kids.
The book is available from CRC, in
the catalog elsewhere in this issue.
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Mediation, Moveaway
Help
Leslee Newman, J.D., who has been
giving free consultations on move-away
issues to CRC members, is available for
mediation consultations (at a fee).
Leslee, who is a trained mediator, can
be reached at 714-282-1515. Her husband Don Smith, Ph.D., clinical psychologist, is available for child custody
evaluations. Don’s number is 714-9396678. Don and Leslee are both in Orange County, California, but can handle
cases anywhere in the country.

Get a Better Guideline in
Your State
The best chance to have your state
adopt a newer, fairer financial child support guideline is to have a state agency
or commission invite Don Bieniewicz
to testify in your state.
Bieniewicz is author of the CRC guideline, published by the federal government
in its booklet entitled “Child Support
Guidelines: The Next Generation.”
The guidelines in effect in almost all
states, which were prepared by Robert
Williams, of Policy Studies, Inc., Denver, for federal government distribution
some years ago, are all based on zero
visitation, Williams has admitted.
Furthermore, such guidelines have
a “cliff effect,” a magic number, such
as 30% or 35%, where an adjustment
of the guideline kicks in. So some par-

ents fight over this number, custodial
parents trying to keep access below the
cut-off, while some non-custodial parents
fight to make it higher, in a battle over
money.
The CRC guideline cancels out both
problems, because it is based on the assumption that some access/visitation
takes place, and in a slowly increasing
way, so that an adjustment is based on
the actual access a child has to a noncustodial parent.
In such event, more money is being
spent directly on the child, so somewhat
less money would need to be transferred
to the other parent.
To obtain a copy of “Child Support
Guidelines: The Next Generation,”
which contains the CRC guideline,
phone (202) 401-9383, which is the
Office of Child Support Enforcement’s
Child Support Reference Center, located at 370 L’Enfant Promenade SW,
Washington, D.C. 20447. There is no
charge for the publication, as long as
supplies last.
Copies of the CRC guideline itself
as published by the government are
available from CRC for $5 for CRC
members, and $10 for non-members,
including shipping and handling.
If you would like to contact Don
Bieniewicz for his assistance in getting
this guideline adopted in your state,
write him at 10004 Fairoaks Road,
Vienna, VA 22181, contact him via
email at DonBien@erols.com, or phone
703-255-0837 (evenings).

Updated Parenting Directory Available
The new update of CRC’s International Parenting Directory is available. Updated as of September, 1998, this 7th edition of the directory contains information on more than 1,200 groups and individuals across the country and
abroad working in areas such as custody, access/visitation, and prevention of
parental kidnapping. The Directory, an invaluable networking tool, is available in hardcopy or disk for $12 for CRC members, and $15 for non-members. CRC thanks Paul Robinson and Ed Mudrak for their hard work in updating this Directory. The hardcopy is updated once a year; the disk is updated frequently. Order from CRC and specify which version you want—
hardcopy or disk.
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Donors are Appreciated
CRC thanks everyone who contributes to CRC in the charity drive that takes
place in all federal government offices
every Fall. CRC is listed as number 1513
in the Children’s Charities of America
listing, which is part of the Independent
Charities of America. We also thank
those who contribute to CRC in the
Washington, D.C., and San Francisco
(Bay Area) United Way campaigns.
We also thank those who contribute
to CRC through their United Way in
some other part of the country, where
we are not listed, but where employers
may sometimes allow employees to designate CRC.
CRC depends on volunteer help and
contributions for its existence.
If you wish to make your tax-deductible contribution directly to CRC, send
it to CRC, 300 I Street, Suite 401, Washington, D.C. 20002.

Intellectual Property
Protection
Charlie Ruggiero, who obtained trademark protection for the name and logo
“Children’s Rights Council” and the
name and logo for our newsletter “Speak
Out for Children” is a specialist in trademark, patent, copyright, and licensing law.
He is a partner in the law firm of Ohlandt,
Greeley, Ruggiero and Perle, 1 Landmark
Square, Suite 903, Stamford, CT 06901,
telephone (203) 327-6067.

Family Court Information
CRC Advisor Leslie Ann Brownrigg
has information and research on why
every state should have a unified Family
Court. Contact CRC on how to reach
Leslie.

Thanks Julie and Rob
CRC thanks Julie Maggiacomo and
Rob Whitfield for volunteer services to
kids and CRC.

Non-Custodial Parents Will Pay for our Children’s
Health Insurance, but Why Can’t We Have any Say on
Federal Panel?
A federal commission has been
formed to find ways to improve the enforcement of
medical child
support obligations for uninsured children.
The panel is
expected to hold
hearings around
the country this
year to elicit testimony from citizens and officials who have
Shalala
ideas on what
works, and what doesn’t work, in the
health insurance field.
The panel was announced in
March, 1999 by Health and Human
Services Secretary Donna E. Shalala
and Labor Secretary Alexis Herman.
Shalala said there are more than 10
million uninsured children.
Twenty-three people were appointed to the Panel, many of them
representing HMOs and insurance
companies. Five representatives of
groups speaking for custodial mothers
were appointed, and one representative
of an unwed parent organization. Not
one representative of groups for children
and non-custodial parents were appointed, even though Secretary Shalala
said in her announcement of the panel’s
formation that many “non-custodial parents” are not providing coverage.
CRC President David L. Levy, who
was invited to testify at the panel’s opening session, said that California CRC coordinator Patricia Gehlen finds that
health insurance is available for children
in California for as low as $74 a month.
Levy spoke of the need for more incentives for parents to be part of
children’s lives. Health insurance could

be part of a parenting plan developed
by parents that includes both parents in
their children’s life, he said.
The group will assess the National
Medical Support Notice, which is to
be issued under interim regulations
later this year. The notice will provide
a uniform manner to inform employers about the need to enroll a noncustodial parent’s child in employerprovided health insurance coverage.
The panel’s schedule for hearings
has not yet been set. To find out if
the panel will visit your part of the
country,
p h o n e
Michael
Kharfen, 202/
401-9215, or
S h a r o n
Morrissey
202/2198921, at the
U.S. Department
of
Health and
Human SerHerman
vices (HHS).
The panel’s recommendations are
expected to be part of a report from
Shalala and Herman to Congress in
2000, leading to possible further legislation.

Write to Secretary Donna
Shalala, U.,S. Department
of Health of Human
Services, Washington, D.C.
20447, asking that noncustodial parents be heard
from when Medical Child
Support Panel meets this
year.

CRC Info
Fax:
202-546-4272
Website: www.vix.com/crc
E-mail: crcdc@erols.com

Your group may already operate a “Hotline” for information and referrals,
and you could start a neutral drop-off and pick-up site for children at a local
church, both of which could be funded. Go for the funds! Call CRC for information.
Spring 1999 Speak Out For Children
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Court Cases
Surviving Parent Gets
Custody
Probate courts lack the authority to
decide guardianship petitions involving
minor children if a child’s parent objects, the Rhode Island Supreme Court
has ruled.
The Probate Court may only appoint
such a guardian after the Family Court
has terminated the objecting parent’s parental rights, said Chief Justice Joseph R.
Weisberger. And that will only happen,
he said, if a Family Court judge makes a
finding that the father or mother is unfit.
“Unless the court finds egregious
behavior on the parent’s part,”
Weisberger said, state law mandates that
“reasonable efforts shall be made to preserve and unify families.”
The ruling by the high court came in
a case involving a 7-year-old Newport
boy whose mother died of cancer in January 1997. Shortly before her death, the
mother, who had sole custody, placed
custody of the boy with her cousin.
The father, Timothy Carr objected
to the guardianship petition filed by the
cousin. He argued that the Probate Court
lacked authority to award permanent
guardianship of a minor child over the
opposition of a surviving parent.
Weisberger pointed out that Rhode
Island case law states “parents are the
natural guardians of their children” and
“on the death of a parent to whom such
custody has been awarded, the right to
custody automatically reverts to the surviving spouse.”
Thus, what Heidi Carr’s cousin is
asking the Probate Court to do is to terminate the father’s “natural guardianship and custody rights” and award her
custody—something, Weisberger said,
only the Family Court can do.
He pointed out, however, that probate courts still have the authority to
appoint guardians for orphans and minors who do not have objecting parents.

Relocation and
Automatic Custody
Change
The Wyoming Supreme Court on

Jan. 19 overruled a provision in a
couple’s divorce decree that custody of
the children would change automatically to the father if the mother moved
more than 50 miles from Upton, WY.
The court said that a custodial parent’s
constitutional right of travel carries with
it the right to take the children with her.
The mother decided to pursue a new
career after the divorce, and was accepted into the graduate program at the
University of Wyoming. However, the
program was available only at the
school’s campus in Laramie. A trial
court had denied the mother’s motion
to modify the divorce decree so that she
could take her sons to Laramie with her.
(Watt v. Watt, Wyo SupCt., No. 96322, 1/19/99)

Relocation and
Conditional Change of
Custody
The Nevada Supreme Court ruled
Feb. 12 that a lower court was wrong to
deny a mother’s petition to take her children with her to Japan in order to be
with her husband, who was in the armed
forces. The father had sought a conditional change of custody, which would
become effective if the mother moved
to Japan. However, the Supreme Court
said such a conditional change of custody would force the mother to choose
between the children and her husband.
The Supreme Court said that conditional orders changing custody should
be made only if the judge affirmatively
determines that the child’s best interests
are served, taking all factors, not just
the move, into consideration.
(Hayes v. Gallacher, Nov. SupCt.,
No. 31191, 2/12/99)

Relocation and Joint
Custody
A trial court should have considered
a mother’s wish to move to West Virginia with the child before it decided
that joint custody was in the best interests of the child, the Nevada Supreme
Court ruled Dec. 30. The Supreme

Court told the trial court to consider the
mother’s plan to move. A Nevada statute provides that, if custody has been
established, and a parent having joint
custody intends to move outside the
state with the child, he or she must obtain the parent’s permission to request
court authorization. After deciding on
joint custody, the trial court judge said
that, under this statute, it was inconsistent to conclude that both parents were
capable of sharing custody, and then
allow one parent to defeat that conclusion by requesting permission to move
with the child. The mother said she had
exhausted her career opportunities as a
secretary in Las Vegas, and claimed that
the move to West Virginia would allow
her to finish college and obtain a teaching certificate.
(McGuinness v. McGuinness, Nev
SupCt, No. 30836, 12/30/98
(CRC note: Get real, court, are there
no secretarial career opportunities or
colleges in Nevada?)

Hague Convention and
Visitation
The U.S. Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania said Dec. 15, 1998,
that the Hague Convention on International Child Abduction does not cover
enforcement of visitation. The parents
divorced in Texas and the mother was
awarded custody of the children. After
the divorce, the father moved to England. He claimed that the mother then
denied him access to the children, and
refused to provide information about the
children, including her current address
and telephone number. The court said
that the Hague Convention provides no
remedy for interference with visitation
or access rights unless there has been a
wrongful removal of a child. Because
the mother had custody of the children,
no removal was involved, the court said.
The court told the father that the proper
place for his action was a state court that
has authority to enforce and modify the
Texas divorce decree.
(Bromley v. Bromley, DC EPa, No.
98-MC-0180, 12/15/98)
Continued on page 23
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Court Cases
Continued from page 22

Concealment of Child
A mother’s willful concealment of
her son from his father since 1978 does
not preclude her from collecting from
the father the child support arrearages
that have accrued during the period of
concealment, the Arkansas Court of
Appeals ruled Feb. 3. The mother had
moved to California, and had refused
any contact between the child and the

father, who lived in Arkansas. The
mother had assigned her child support
rights to the state of Missouri, where
she lived before moving with the child
to California. The appeals court said
that, under the Uniform Interstate Family Support Act (UIFSA) a court may
not consider collateral matters, including visitation, when faced with the issue of enforcing child support.
(Office of Child Support Enforce-

Apply for Funds
in Third Round of Access Grants!
Under the third round of access (visitation) grants scheduled for the summer of 1999, each state will double what it
receives, according to David Arnaudo, an officer in the federal office of Child Support Enforcement (OCSE), who oversees the grant process to the states.
Small states each received only $50,000 for each of the
first two years of the grants. But each state will receive at least
$100,000 for the third and successive years, according to the
Arnaudo Says More
1996 Welfare Reform law, which authorized the grants.
Funds Are Available
Funding for small states in the third year will go up, while
funding for larger states, some of which received $600,000 to
$1 million in each of the first two years, will receive less, said Arnaudo.
Non-profit groups are eligible to receive funds from the states, and are urged
to contact state officials in charge of the grants. For information on who handles
the grants in your states, contact CRC. CRC will help you write a grant proposal,
if we can.

Sonny Burmeister Award
CRC will present its first Sonny Burmeister Child Advocacy Award at our
1999 conference in September. The award is named for Sonny Burmeister,
longtime head of the George CRC activist, who died in an accident in February, 1996. Sonny was a mentor and inspiration for many people around the
country. Submit your nomination to the chairman of the committee, Ed Gadrix,
Esquire, Gadrix and Associates, 770 Old Roswell Place, Suite B200, Roswell,
GA 30076, phone 678-461-9525. Ed was a friend of Sonny’s, as were other
members of the committee, including Elizabeth Hickey and Mike Oddenino.

Change of Address
To keep newsletters and other materials coming, please notify CRC three weeks in advance of any address change. Send old and new addresses to CRC, 300 “I” Street N.E.,
Suite 401, Washington, DC 20002.

ment v. Clemons, Ark CtApp, No. 98542, 2/3/99)
(CRC note: Once more a court refuses to consider the emotional health
and rights of children).
All of the above cases except the first
one are summarized from Family Law
Reporter. They appear here by permission of the publisher, The Bureau of
National Affairs, Inc.

Write to Congress!
We have a new Congress. Do you
know who your Representatives and
Senators are? Write and get acquainted.
Tell them politely what you think about
what is happening to children and families these days. Get acquainted with the
staff membersworking for the Representative and Senator who handle our types
of family issues. Then when you write
later in the session asking them to vote
for or against an issue, they know you!
Write to House members at:
Representative ——
(name of your Representative)
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Write to Senators at:
Senator —— (name of your Senator)
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Get to know your State
legislators, too!

Bleicken Ran for
Congress
Eric Bleicken, a former CRC
member ran for Congress in Massachusetts. Eric received 40 percent of
the vote, despite having spent only a
fraction of what his opponent incumbent spent. Still, not all of Eric’s costs
have been paid off. To make a contribution, contact Eric Bleicken,
170B Pleasmat St., S. Yarmouth, MA
02664, phone 508/760-2045.
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Equal Parents’ Week July 26 – August 1, 1999
by Patti Diroff
CRC’s National Coordinator of Equal Parents’ Week
Buy or Make a Ribbon
Like This and Tie it to a
Tree or Antenna or Wear
it July 26 to August 1

As the national sponsor of Equal
Parents’ Week 1999 (July 26 - August
1), CRC encourages its chapters, members, and supporters to join in sending a
united message throughout the U.S. during Equal Parents’ Week.
Our message reaches to the heart of
families everywhere by advocating that the
right of a child to be raised and nurtured
by parents, and the right of families to exist and function as a family, are civil and
human rights inalienable to all families.
CRC asks you to please wear and
tie purple ribbons (to trees, door knobs,
bikes, car antennas, etc.) Monday July
26 through Sunday, August 1, 1999 to
send this message.
On Wednesday, July 28, at 8:30
p.m., we will observe “A Moment in our
Hearts, Moment of Solidarity” as our
national event, by holding candlelight
vigils and “Home Vigils.”
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We urge all of you who cannot organize or attend a public vigil, or who do
not have one taking place near you, to
hold a “Home Vigil” by lighting a candle
in your home for at least 15 minutes, on
July 28 at 8:30 p.m.
A “Home Vigil” can be held by anyone; a single person living alone, and
include as many people as you wish, so
family and friends can be invited.
CRC will once again be networking with other organizations to invite
them to participate in Equal Parents’
Week. Please spread the word to friends
and families to tie purple ribbons and
hold vigils to make our message a national mandate.
Joint custody is a choice for unconditional love and sacrifice.
Fundamentally, all components of
courts and government need to focus on
joint custody to realize that it works
when we put our children first.
If we as a society fail to recognize
that there is no substitute for the love
of a parent in children’s lives and there
is no substitute for the equal presence
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of both parents in children’s lives to meet
their children’s need for that love, we
have lost the ability to see, feel and touch
the very thing we live, breathe and feel
as the very heart and soul of our humanity, our own human love. This is what
we mean when we say, “The Best Parent is Both Parents”
View CRC’s Equal Parents’ Week
website at http://members.tripod.com/
epweek
Contact Patti Diroff with questions
and comments, and to notify her of
purple ribbon activities, and public and
home candlelight vigils.
She is offering a free Equal Parents’
Week button to the first 100 people who
contact her and provide a solid commitment that they will hold a Home Vigil.
She can be contacted at 909/591-3689.
You can e-mail Patti Diroff at
pattidiroff@worldnet.att.net
CRC’s supports National Parents’
Day July 25, which is sponsored by the
Parenting Coalition International (formerly the National Parents Day Coalition), in Washington, D.C.

National Affiliate Organizations and Chapters
National Affiliate
Organizations
Mothers Without
Custody (MW/OC)
Jennifer Isham, coordinator
http: www/
motherswithoutcustody.org
Stepfamily Association
of America (SAA)
Mr. Larry Kallemeyn, Executive
Director
650 J Street, Suite 205
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508
402/477-7837
Joint membership in SAA and
CRC: $35.00 for the first year.

CRC Chapters
CRC of Japan
Walter Benda
P.O. Box 583
Max Meadows, VA 24360
540/637-3576
email: emari@earthlink.net
and
Brian Thomas
4-18-15-903 Kamiki Tazawa
Setagaya-Ku
Tokyo, Japan 156
011-81-3-5317-4371
Alabama
Call CRC for information
Alaska
Diana Buffington, CRC Alaska
coordinator, is in the process of
moving. Call CRC for information
Arizona
Call CRC for information
Arkansas
Bill Bailey, Ph.D.
CRC of Arkansas
1685 Boston Place
Fayetteville, AR 72703
501/575-2058 (w)
501/444-0172 (h)
California
Will Brown, president
CRC of California
P O Box 60811
Sacramento, CA 95860-0811
phone 916/488-KIDS
fax 916/441-2024
email: acw@ix.netcom.com
Patricia Gehlen, coordinator
(916) 635-2590

Delaware
James A. Morning, president
CRC of Delaware
P O Box 1311
Dover, DE 19901
phone/fax: 302/734-8522
e-mail:
jmorning@bellatlantic.net
District of Columbia
Frank Banner, coordinator
CRC of the District of Columbia
Hillcrest Children’s Center
1325 “W” Street N.W. 3rd
floor
Washington, D.C. 20009
phone; 202/232-6100
fax: 202/483-4560
Florida
Kris Kline, coordinator
CRC of Florida
355 Shore Drive
Ellenton, FL 34222
phone 941/722-8688
fax 813/620-9068
Georgia
Harry A. Prillaman, coordinator
CRC of Georgia
1645 Williams Drive
Marietta, GA 30066-0486
phone: 678/643-5924
fax: 678/643-5923
email:
Harry_Prillaman@VNET.IBM.COM
Illinois
Terry Cady, coordinator
CRC of Illinois
905 Wayne Avenue
Deerfield, IL 60015
phone 847/374-0461
fax 312/322-3553
email:
mynk71A@prodigy.com
Indiana
David Dinn, coordinator
CRC of Indiana
2625 N. Meridian, #202
Indianapolis, IN 46208-7703
Phone: 317/925-5433
Fax: 317/926-DINN
e-mail:
Imonday@dukereit.com
Grandparent Rights in Ne
w
Strength (G.R.I.N .S.)
Kay and Ray Berryhill, co-directors
0689 CR 5
Corunna, IN 46730
219/281-2384

Regional chapters and directors
Los Angeles, Keith Fagan
818/705-4752
Placer and Nevada counties,
John Costello
916/489-3482
Riverside, Ted Hill
909/781-7277
Yolo, Kitty Jackson
916/753-8867

Iowa - See Nebraska/Iowa

Colorado
Mark Entrekin, coordinator
CRC of Colorado
4715 Ranch Circle
Colorado Springs, CO 809184118
phone 719/548-8798
fax 719/597-2218
email: cochildren@aol.com

Maryland
Harvey Walden, coordinator
CRC of Maryland
417 Pershing Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20910-4254
301/588-0262
website:
http://members.tripod.com/
~mdcrc/

Kentucky
Kevin O’Brien
CRC of Kentucky
P O Box 74126
Dayton, KY 41074-0126
513/624-7223
Louisiana
Call CRC for information

Rob and Sandra Snow, chairs
CRC of Greater Baltimore
2 West 39th Street
Baltimore, MD 21218
410/889-9404

Massachusetts
Frank E. Anderson, coordinator
617/289-8331
Ted Ell, president
CRC of Cape Cod
1 Emily’s Lane
Sandwich, MA 02563-2794
phone 508/420-1701
fax 508/428-5976
George Kelly, chairman
Concerned Fathers of
Massachusetts, Inc.
P O Box 2768
Springfield, MA 01101-2768
phone 413/736-7432
fax 413/732-3867
Michigan
Barbara Toth, coordinator
CRC of Michigan
P O Box 653
Edmore, MI 48829-0653
517/427-5774
Minnesota
Bruce Kaskubar, coordinator
CRC of Minnesota
5905 Chateau Road N.W.
Rochester, MN 55901
phone and fax: (507) 289-5745
(call before faxing)
email:
Brucek@deskmedia.com
Missouri
Scott Field, chair
CRC of Eastern Missouri
P.O. Box 220661
Kirkwood, MO 63122
314/963-4668
alt. phones 314/878-1262
314/838-7092
email: koltonin@wans.net
Karyn Stone, secretary-treasurer
CRC of Southwestern Missouri
1701 S. Fort Avenue
Springfield, MO 65807
417/862-1592
Nebraska/Iowa
Lyn and William Huerter,
coordinators
Mike Hyland, president
CRC of Nebraska
P.O. Box 37387
Omaha, NE 68137-5387
402/330-3353 (voice & fax)
email: children@radiks.net
website: www.htmp.net/oma
New Jersey
Dominick Romano, president
New Jersey Council for Children’s
Rights (NJCCR)
P O Box 316
Pluckemin, NJ 07978-0316
973/694-9323; FAX 443-9358
email: DANIDOM@aol.com
New York
Kim Boedecker-Frey, coordinator
CRC of New York
231 Main Street, Suite 1
Vestal, NY 13850
phone/fax (607) 785-9338
Thomas Thornton, CRC of New
York City
CRC of New York City
499 Ft. Washington Ave, #3D
New York, NY 10033
hotline: 212/431-7724
home: 212/740-7008
email:
crcnyc@betterdivorce.com

North Carolina/South Car
olina
Fred Wall, Jr. coordinator
509 N. Seventh Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910/762-4952
email:
5968301@mcimail.com
North Carolina
Dan Carrigan, Director
Center for Children of Separation
and Divorce
4950 Park Road
Charlotte, NC 28209
704/522-1331
Ohio
Margaret Wuwert, coordinator
CRC of Ohio
CRC of Northwest Ohio
2745 Sagamore Road
Toledo, OH 43606
419/472-1471
Parents and Children for Equality
Kevin O’Brien, director
P O Box 8805
Cincinnati, OH 45208
513/624-7223
Oregon
Roy Nolan, coordinator
CRC of Oregon
P O Box 2095
Portland, OR 97208
phone 503/232-8630
fax 503/233-9390
Pennsylv
ania
Michael E. Jones, coordinator
CRC of Pennsylvania
RD 2, Box 290
Seward, PA 15954
phone 814/446-4207
fax 814/446-5935*
Michael Nieland, M.D., president
CRC of Pittsburgh
460 S. Graham St.
Pittsburgh, PA 15232
412/441-2200
Anne and Michael Poliakoff, chairs
CRC of Harrisburg-Capitol Region
2654 N. 2d Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110
717/213-0183
email:
mpoliakoff@PAonline.com
South Carolina- See North
Carolina
Tennessee
David Courson, coordinator
CRC of Tennessee
2120 Griffintown Road
White Bluff, TN 31708-5207
615/327-8667

Texas
Children’s Rights Coalition
(Affiliate)
P.O. Box 12961
Capitol Station
Austin, TX 78711-2961
phone 512/499-8CRC
fax 512/499-8056
email: bigred1@fathers.org
Vermont
Laurie Casey, coordinator
The Family Tree Access Center
1 Scale Avenue, Suite 62
Howe Center
Rutland, VT 05701
802/775-0068
Virginia
John Vaughan, president
CRC of Virginia, Tidewater chapter
P O Box 61245
Virginia Beach, VA 23462
757/463-KIDS
email: javjr@visi.net
website:
www.infi.net/~saxman/
crc.html
Murray Steinberg, president
CRC of Virginia, Richmond
chapter
9244 Royal Grant Drive
Mechanicsville, VA 23116
phone 804/559-7090
fax 804/559-7072
email: familyrc@juno.com
Paul Robinson, president
Fathers United for Equal Rights
and Women’s Coalition
P O Box 1323
Arlington, VA 22210-1323
phone: 703/451-8580
fax: 301-568-5812
email: paulmr@capaccess.org
Washington Sta
te
Jamaica Filgo
CRC of Washington
P.O. Box 222
Arlington, WA 98223
541/482-6881
e-mail: filg8811@tao.sou.edu
Wisconsin
Nancy Kellogg, coordinator
CRC of Wisconsin
P.O. Box 452
Racine, WI 53401-0452
414/619-3024
email: familyjstc@rootcom.net

CRC WANTS CHAPTERS IN
EVERY STATE!!!
For development of chapters in states that do not
yet have CRC chapters, contact for northwest states is
Jim Babcook at 402/792-2271, and for northeast states,
Ron Pilcher, 513/755-2932.
For development of chapters in other states, contact
the CRC office, at (202) 547-6227.
Join CRC, then ask for a copy of the 100-page CRC
booklet that explains everything you need to know about
affiliation. The cost of the booklet is $15 for non-members, and $12 for members.
To form additional chapters in states that already
have one or more chapters, contact the state coordinator, existing state chapter head, or CRC national office.
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Thank you, Contributors!
Life members have contributed at least $500 to CRC. Please doublecheck us for accuracy. Let us know of any errors or
omissions. Thank you.
Walter H. Kuckes
Ruth Scheer
Lou Adolph
Elliott Diamond
Brad D. Schultz
Paul Alexander
David M. Dinn
Paul LeBon
Jennifer Dumas
David L. Levy
Mark Seymour
Asa Baber
Dennis J. Lewis
Lewis A. Sierra
Wally Babington
Ted Ell
John E. Siegmund
Travis Ballard
Robert Eisenbart
The Levian Foundation, Inc.
Family and Society Institute
Israel Lichtenstein
Peter Sokaris
John Bauserman, Sr.
Robert Lipsky
Donald K. Smith
Joan Berkowitz
Hayden C. Fisbeck
L & M Foundation
Elliott J. Friedel
and Ann Marini
Charles and Donna Stewart
Steven Glinski
George R. McCasland
Robert K. Thomas
Don Bieniewicz
Jonathan M. Goodson
Gary Maxwell
Mr. and Mrs. Danielle Thu
Piotr Blass
William A. Toto Sr.
Kamil Botros
Tom Greco
Stuart Miller
Thomas E. Harries
Michael L. Oddenino
Andrew P. Ulsher
Dennis C. Boytim
Robert Heisley
Abe Pollin
Virginia Wellington Cabot
Thomas D. Cabot III
Cliff Clark
Ronald K. Henry
PNC Mortgage Corp.
Foundation
of America
Searle Whitney
Michael Hirschensohn
Stuart Cochran
Johnny P. Wilson
Elina Hum Pratt
Maureen Corbett
Melvin Hottman
Rex Wright
Deborah R. Riggs
Charles D. Deckard
Anna D. Keller
Andrew Zwernamenn
George Kelly
Jack L. Robinson
Ralph and Frances
Gary Santora
Bashir Kouchaji
Della Camera
We thank all contributors who have joined, renewed their membership, contributed to CRC, or ordered materials from
CRC from October 1, 1998 through December 31, 1998.
Gene Abney
Lou Adolf
Evangeline Alexandris
Alicia Alinaya
Marion Arbogast
P Asta
Kevin Baggett
Larry Balderston
Greg Beard
Randy Beazley
John Belongie
Boris Bergus
Rebecca Black
Leonard Blayer
James Bologna
James Boslough
Patrick Boyle
Sam Brunelli
Martin Burch
Virgil Chase
John Cimino
Joseph Civisca
Richard Clapp
Wilma Cohen-Lewis
Chris Converse
Dan Cook
Thomas Cookston
Jeff Cooper
Robert Couch
Wayne Covell
Pat Curren
Deborah Datz
Jim Dennis
John Dueker
Richard Dziennik
Robert Eier
Michael Elliott
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L Evans
Dean Fitzgerald
Stephen Fleming
Winn Forkner
Steven Fuard
Lyle Fullmer
Steven Gaesser
Larry Gardner
Quint Garnos
Gary Garriot
Jeff/Sharon Garverick
Carolyn George
Keyvam Geula
Michael Giuliano
Jay Goldberg
Marla Gorfain
Joseph Gottesman
Charles Gower
Mike Graves
Martin Griffith
Gerald Guzi
Richard Haire
Robert Harrison
Reggie Heisler
Gerrie Highto
Brian Hill
Donna Hills
Ken Hoberman
Charles Hoeft
Dianna Honeywell
Terry Hoopes
Mary Hoskovec
Paul Hoskovec
Tim Howe
Douglas Hyatt
Carolyn Johnson
Dennis Johnson
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Ron Johnson
Thomas Johnson
Michael Kaiser
Aldoren Kauzlarich
Colleen Kavan
David King
Janet King
Steven Klingelhoefer
Joe Kritsky
Richard D Kuhn
Patrick Lacy
Michael Lamb
Joe Landy
Michael Lane
Tom Lange
John/Kristi LeDuc
Wladimir Lemberg
Melanee Leventhal
Wilma Lewis
Lisa Lindsey
Svenn Lindskold
Kevin Lineweber
Linda Lee Lockwood
Richard Martin
Walter Martin
Mark Matthews
Gary Maxwell
William McCune
David Merchant
Peter Mercurio
Irene Merlin
Paul Millea
Robert Millen
Teresa Miller
Timothy Minor
Paul Mitchell
David Moen
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John Money
James Moore
Lawrence Morgan
Bill/Shirley Mowell
Maggie Mudd
John Mullany
Greta Murray
MaryAnn Nadeau
John Nelson
Barry Nicholls
Norma Nissenson
Latrice Norwood
Angela O’Connor
Hugh O’Donnell
Richard O’Neil
Carole Olson
Marc Orlick
Frank Pace
Robert Pasnak
Fred Pescatore
Adam Phillips
Rochelle Pink
Steve Popek
Arthur Popp
Kim Prestidge
Steven Pulliam
V Rajan
Bob Redmer
Cindy Riekenberg
Robert Riley
Denis Roberts
Cathi Rodgers
Dorene Rurop
William Schnellbaecher
Richard Schoen
Neil Schreffler
Greg Scott

Robert Scrivener
Jeff Seat
Gale Shafer
John Shanton
Samuel Shaw
Charles Sheppard
Andrew Sherriff
Arnold Shienvold
Art Silknitter
Phyllis Simon
Walter Slone
Robert Snow
Allen/Karyn Stone
Jeff Stratton
Mike Sullivan
William Summers
Linel Svetlichnaya
Patrick Tang
Connie Thomas
Freda Thorne
Univ City Housing Co
Jerry Vara
Kevin Waechter
Stan Wagner
Richard Waldron
Jason Walsh
Paul Ward
Mark Warren
John Weaver
Donald Webb
Jack Wiegand
Wilkie Woodard
Gerald Woracek
Joseph Young

More Chapter News
Continued from page 19

Mothers Without Custody on the Internet!
Mothers Without Custody, a national organization representing America’s 2
million non-custodial mothers, is now a solely on-line presence.
Jennifer Isham, M.A., N.C.C. (nationally certified counselor) and L.C.P.C.,
who was president of MW/OC, is coordinating the website as http://
www.motherswithoutcustody.org
MW/OC has been an emotional support group for non-custodial mothers.
Isham has been counseling non-custodial mothers for 15 years in formal and informal settings. She was instrumental in developing the mandated parent education
project for separated and divorced parents for McHenry County, Illinois, north of
Chicago.
The motto of MW/OC is “Still Love, Still Care, Still There.”
“Legislators and policymakers are often surprised to hear that there are 2 million non-custodial mothers, but it helps them to understand the problems better,”
said CRC President David L. Levy. “We are delighted that Jennifer Isham is offering a way to help non-custodial mothers.”

New CRC Chapters in Pennsylvania and Maryland
Michael and Anne Poliakoff have formed a new CRC chapter, CRC of Harrisburg-Capitol Region, in Pennsylvania. Michael, who has a Ph.D. in classical literature, is Pennsylvania’s Deputy Secretary for Higher Education, while Anne, a Ph.D.
in American studies, is president of Citizens for the Arts, a non-profit organization.
Michael is a non-custodial father of three children, Cyrus, 15; Emily, 12, and Abram,
8. Anne is their stepmom.
Sandra Snow, Ph.D. and her husband Robert Snow, head the new chapter in
Baltimore, Maryland’s biggest city. Robert is a non-custodial dad who is doing research on the Parental Alienation Syndrome (PAS), and Sandra has worked with
families for 17 years.

CRC Book Selling on Amazon.Com
What a pleasant surprise! After negotiations between Paul Robinson of CRC and
Amazon.com, the huge internet book seller agreed to carry the CRC book, “The Best
Parent is Both Parents.” We also thank Bruce Kaskubar of Minnesota CRC for rightly
orienting us.
Within the first weeks of availability on amazon.com, 25 copies were ordered or
sold.
You can order the book from amazon.com for the list price of
$10.
This is the same price as the book sells from CRC, plus $4 for
shipping and handling; but if you want bulk copies at a reduced rate,
order 10 copies or more from CRC for only $4 a copy, resell for the
list price of $10 each, and make a profit for you or your organization!
You can help educate judges, policymakers, and others on issues of concern to you and CRC by giving them a copy.
For orders from CRC of 20 copies or less, add $5 for shipping (to one address). For
orders of more than 20 copies, shipping cost is included.
If you would like copies (individual or bulk order) autographed by David L. Levy,
just state to whom you would like it autographed (yourself, perhaps your children—give
their names) and your autographed copy will be sent to you.

Amicus Briefs
If your case is on appeal, and you
would like CRC to consider writing
an amicus brief, contact CRC. CRC
cannot handle cases at the trial level,
and we do not write the main appeal
brief. An amicus brief is a supplemental brief, telling the court why this
case is of significance not only to the
parties in the case, but to other children and families We generally need
30 to 60 days before the filing deadline. CRC is particularly interested in
cases on appeal that raise constitutional issues relating to a child’s right
to two parents.

❦
Nicholas Kelly
Nicholas Kelly, the son of
longtime custody reform activist
George Kelly, died in an accident in late March, 1997, in
Springfield, Massachusetts.
Nicholas, a former Marine, was
25.
He leaves his grieving dad, a
sister, and his mother. George
Kelly may be reached at Concerned Fathers of MA, Inc., P.O.
Box 2768, Springfield, MA
01101.

FAMILY FACTS
Photocopy and distribute the
“Family Facts” on page 16! Use as
hand-outs when visiting the Legislature, disseminating information to the
courts or the media, or as a resource
for testimony and Letters to the Editor. “Family Facts” is a regular feature of this newsletter. Send us your
verified facts (with actual copies,
sources and dates) to “Family Facts,”
CRC.
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Yes! I want to join CRC! You

will receive a
New Member Packet. Your membership contribution
is TAX-DEDUCTIBLE
TAX-DEDUCTIBLE. I want $15 of my dues applied to the duties of the CRC Chapter in the state of
___________________________________________ .
If this does not cover their dues, they will let you know.

qNew Member, $35
q Sustaining
q Life

Member, $60

Member, $500

DISTRIBUTED BY:

qRenewal, $35
Membership #________

qSponsor, $125

Is this a new address?
___ Yes
___ No

qOther, $_______
Name:
Address:
City:

State:

Home Phone:
E-mail:

ZIP:

Work Phone:
Date:

Benefits Include:
• Quarterly Newsletter
• “Best Parent...”
Bumper Sticker
• Copy of a National
Conference
Proceedings
• FREE telephone conversation with a nationally recognized
expert on MoveAway issues!
• Much, much more!

May we occasionally give your name to other groups for mailings approved by CRC? ___ Yes ___ No
Send Application & Contribution to: CRC•300 “I” Street, NE•Suite 401•Washington, DC 200024389
Call 202/547-6227 to charge your membership to VISA/Mastercard or AMEX

Bulk copies of this newsletter are available (20 for $20, 50 for $40, and 100 for $75) for distribution
to policy makers, judges, and interested persons in your state. Send order to CRC

